
You Don’t Need to Move 
Mountains!

Plan and Conduct Meaningful Evaluation to tell your Respite Story





Why Do We 
Evaluate?





We evaluate because we 
have an obligation:

To learn if our services result in the positive 
changes they are designed to achieve.

To learn what we are doing that  works and 
what doesn’t.

To adjust and improve services based on data. 
This is called Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI)

To tell our story and advocate for our program.



Evaluation is  a necessary part of program 
accountability.

It helps us “tell our story” and justify the 
work we do.

Imagine some possible answers  to the question, 

“Is your program working?”



Our services are evidence based—
Of course they’re working! 

The peer-reviewed journals agree—
this program is supposed to work!

We’re funded to provide this program. 
Who’d fund something that didn’t work?

We’ve been doing it for years and it’s 
what families need. Just ask me!

The families love it!It feels right. It has that 
good vibe about it.



Show me your data.

Data? 

What data? 

?#!@



How many of you are responsible for reporting 
on the activities of your program?

How many of you have advanced degrees in 
research and evaluation?

How many of you have training, degrees or 
expertise in communications, marketing or 
media?



What types of Data do you currently collect?



 Demographic information
 Services: Type and Frequency/Dose 
 Fidelity
 Cost
 Outcome data

– Quantitative
– Qualitative

*Any data collected should be consistent with 
your overall evaluation plan

What Data Should We Collect? *



Collect ONLY What You Need



What type of Evaluation / Data Tool(s) do you 
/ should you use?



Tracking Participant Changes



Monitoring Fidelity



Who needs to 
know about 

what you do?

Why do we 
want to tell 

people about 
your program?

What do you 
want to tell 

them?



3 Simple Questions
Courtesy of the University of Pittsburgh Office of Child Development Communication Alliance 

1.  Does the Communication Express and Evoke Care?





Mural, McDonald’s Queensbury NY



TakeFIVE Volunteer Respite Data Summary

• FY 2014: 165,988 volunteer hours provided by TakeFIVE sub grantees
• FY 2015: 492,167 volunteer hours provided by TakeFIVE sub grantees
• FY 2016 YTD:   013,903 volunteer hours provided by TakeFIVE sub grantees
•
• TOTAL # OF T5 VOLUNTEER RESPITE HOURS:  672,058 
•
• From the information above, in the 2 ½ years since the start of TakeFIVE, the funded organizations have provided 672,058 total 

volunteer hours.
•
• If 1 volunteer hour is worth $22.63, in order to see the TOTAL impact of ALL programs since the start of TakeFIVE, we must multiply 

the total number of volunteer hours by the value of 1 hour.
•
• 672,058 HOURS X $22.63 per hour = 
• $15,208,672.54 worth of volunteer respite provided by TakeFIVE volunteers to date.  



TakeFIVE 
Volunteer Respite 
Makes a Difference!

720,000 hours:  the 
number of hours 

TakeFIVE volunteers 
have provided to PA 
families of children 
with special needs 

$22.63:  The value of 
one hour of respite In 

Pennsylvania  
determined by 

volunteeringinamerica.gov

$16.3 million: the 
value of the volunteer 

respite provided by 
TakeFIVE volunteers 

over 2.5 years

“As a parent, this time is meaningful to me.  I can  
reconnect with my husband and my church family and feel 
hopeful instead of helpless”  

“As a respite volunteer, I can’t imagine a better use of my 
gift of time.  I’m prepared and feel confident and 
competent to serve the children in our program!

“This program has made our family stronger and better.  
There is something very gratifying about having someone 
volunteer to spend time with your child, and seeing by the 
look on their face that they are having just as much fun as 

my child is. “        

Feedback from TakeFIVE participants



3 Simple Questions
Courtesy of the University of Pittsburgh Office of Child Development Communication Alliance 

2.  Does the Communication Inspire Hope?







3 Simple Questions
Courtesy of the University of Pittsburgh Office of Child Development Communication Alliance 

3.  Does it help you to find something worth giving within 
yourself?



YOU CAN HELP!

$50 supports the background screening of 
1 CareBreak volunteer

$350 provides the resources to train 5 
CareBreak volunteers

$3000 supports a CareBreak match to 
provide 3 years / 750 hours of respite 

2-4 hours of time per week provides a 
meaningful break to a family caring for a 
child with special needs

Space in your organization’s newsletter 
can recruit volunteers and families to 
participate in CareBreak



Do you have the data you need to 
tell your story:



Make sure the data you collect is tied to your 
outcomes and can help tell your story…

Success

Need

Challenge

Growth

CQI



What information 
do you need in 
order to convey 
your message?

What hard data do 
you need to collect?
• Are you using the tools 

to get the data you 
need?

What kinds of 
stories / supporting 

documentation 
would help?

How is your 
information best 

presented to 
engage in CQI make 

an impact?



You’ve got two minutes. 
Tell us what your program does, why it does it, and how 

you know it works. Use your data collection strategies and 
outcomes to support your statements.

The Elevator Pitch



Clearly 
identified 
outcomes

An 
Evaluation 
Plan
• “Does your 

program make 
a difference?” 

• “How much 
difference 
does it make?”

Data Collection 
Tools designed 
to measure 
the identified 
outcomes

Data 
Management 
and Utilization 
for CQI and 
beyond

Sharing your 
story with 
others



A Message Worth Sharing:

“What is the MOST important message 
you want to share about your

Program or Services*

*(in 15 words or less)



Want more information?
Contact:

MaryJo Alimena Caruso
CareBreak at the Watson Institute

412 749 2863
maryjoa@thewatsoninstitute.org
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